ST AMBROSE CHURCH
WESTBOURNE
BOURNEMOUTH
STAINED GLASS
CONSERVATION REPORT

General Description
St Ambrose is a church of turn of the century origin, the foundation stone being laid in 1898
and the consecration taking place in 1907. This Victorian high perpendicular church by
Charles Hodgson Fowler contains some excellent stained glass by Burlison & Grylls, and
Powells.
During the summer of 2006 a fire broke out in the north nave aisle, causing considerable
damage to the aisle roof, with heat and smoke damaging much of the church to varying
degrees. Two of the Burlison & Grylls windows were very close to the source of the fire and
both sustained damage from the fire although to varying degrees.
Each window contains 2 no main lights, 2 no large tracery pieces and 3 no small squints. One
window was almost on top of the fire and has sustained the most damage. This window
contains the figures of St Edward in the western light and St Edmund in the eastern light,
with heraldic devices in the large tracery pieces and painted borders with a central leaf
motif in the squints.
The figure of St Edmund had sustained considerable damage with the glass being fire crazed
over the whole light,

St Edmund panel in a very poor state. With so little holding the panel together it had to be photographed flat on the light box

the lead calm and solder joints had been melted away internally over the whole light with
the molten lead/solder landing on the bars and the stone cill. Externally much of the lead
work had been lost from the lower half of the light, and the solder joints had melted and run

on the top half of the light. All but five or six sections of glass were in place but were only
being held together by the lead light cement and the fact that no pressure had been applied
to the glazing. A number of broken glass fragments were found on the external cill and the
shrub borders beneath the window.

Molten lead solidified over the bar and missing sections , with only lead light cement remaining on the glass

The figure of St Edward had sustained damage with glass being crazed and some lead work
loss on the internal surface as had the tracery lights, but
not to the same degree as St Edmund. We have assumed
that although these lights are only centimetres apart, that
it was the shape of the internal stonework arch
surrounding the window that had caused one light to be
badly damaged and saved the other and the tracery.
The other window containing the figures of St Alban in the
western light and St Oswald in the eastern light have
sustained a similar level of fire damage to that of St
Edward.
The first problem to be overcome was the safe removal of
the windows from their stonework openings. Before this
could be undertaken site photographs were taken, and
each light was taped externally to hold each section of
glass in place. In the case of the St Edmund panel, this
would also ensure that it came out of the stonework as
complete as possible. This removal proved to be very
delicate but was greatly aided by the horizontal lines of
lead /solder that had solidified on the top of each saddle
bar, adhering itself to the lead light cement and offering

valuable support to some very fragile glass.

Solidified lead and solder on the bar, helping to keep the panel together

Once out of the stonework, each light was sandwiched between two sheets of ply board for
transporting to the workshop. Now that the windows were out of the building we had
achieved the first objective that we had already agreed with the project Architect was of
prime importance: to remove the glass as quickly as possible, thus avoiding further possible
damage being sustained.
In the workshop a full set of photographs was taken on the light box and rubbings taken of
each panel (in the case of St Edmund this was not of the lead calm, but the remains of the
lead light cement on the glass edge), these being marked with CVMA notations regarding
the damage to each section of glass within them.
Our thoughts regarding the conservation of these lights had begun to take shape while
removal of the glazing was being undertaken. The general consensus of opinion was that as
much of the original glass must be retained as possible to maintain the authenticity of this
fine collection of glass. Looking carefully at the condition of the cracked sections of glass, we
found that as expected many sections of glass had multiple cracks. This presented some
problems in ensuring that the bonding method chosen will keep the cracked sections
together in the long term without being too visually unattractive.
Our opinion was that edge bonding and back plating would need to be used on the heads of
the figures, but that generally this was not the best technique for the whole of the glazing.

The varying thickness of the glass and the high level of external kiln formed backing glasses
that would be required (especially on St Edmund) would not present an acceptable view
externally or when it came to re-leading with the thickness of the heart of the lead being an
issue. It would also be unacceptable to have St Edmund with a large number of plated
sections while the other three figure panels would have many fewer in comparison.
We therefore agreed in the workshop that the best way forward would be to edge bond the
cracked sections with a combination of Silcoset 153 and copper foiling. Each section of glass
would be looked at individually and the cracks edge bonded with silicone in a pattern that
would allow the cracks to flow from a lead to a crack that would be foiled. This would
ensure that if there was any failure of the silicone, the pieces would be held in place by the
lead and the foil.
This technique lends itself well to this type of fairly heavily painted late Victorian glass as
much of the copper foil work becomes lost in the painted design.

St Edmund before and after cleaning, edge bonding and re-leading, note the colour change after cleaning of smoke residue

This technique could not be used on all of the broken sections because of the way the
pattern of cracking had taken place. These sections would need to be edge bonded with
silicone and have a kiln formed backing glass, but there would be only a few pieces where
this would be needed.

St Edmund before and after edge bonding with silicone and back plating

The close inspection of the cracked sections also revealed that some craze cracking had
taken place. A crack had begun to form but had not actually run to a break. We felt that
these would be best consolidated using Araldite 20/20 to prevent them opening and
running to a crack in the future.
There were a very few sections of painted glass that had suffered such a high degree of
cracking/crazing that a new section would need to be prepared as a replacement.
Following our preliminary look at the conservation issues with these windows the project
Architect, Mr Loveless, (rlm Architects) made a visit to the workshop to view the glass and
to consider the proposals we had for the conservation of the glass. The Architect’s first
concern was in line with our own, ie that it was important to keep the windows in as original
condition as possible with as little glass replacement as possible.
The general conservation approach was discussed with the Architect, and agreement
reached that it would be better to avoid over use of external backing glass and to work with
the silicone and foil edge bonding techniques, but to employ the use of backing glass on the
heads and other badly fractured sections. The only glass to be replaced would be those
pieces that were missing or were very badly crazed, where edge bonding would not be a
feasible proposition.
Work now commenced on stripping the glass from the remains of the existing lead work,
with each section of glass being cleaned with de-ionised water and cotton swabs to remove
the general dirt and smoke damage from the glass surface.
Each of the cracked glass sections had the broken edges cleaned with Acetone to ensure a
clean surface to bond, and then each glass section was looked at to ascertain which way the
fragments within each piece would be bonded with silicone to achieve the desired effect for
cracks to run from lead to foil bonded broken edge.

The lower panel of St Edmund contains all of the techniques used in the conservation of these windows

The broken heads were edge bonded with silicone but no foil was used. These would have
1mm kiln formed backing glasses sealed at the edge with silicone to prevent ingress of
moisture. This technique was also used on a small number of other broken sections of glass
where it was not feasible to silicone and foil.
Once all the cracks had been edge bonded, each piece of glass was looked at to find those
that also had crazing that had not run to a crack. These craze cracks were sealed with
Araldite 20/20 to prevent the break from running in the future.
Using these combinations of techniques, a total of 445 cracks were bonded in the St
Edmund and St Edward window (of that total, 337 were in the St Edmund light) and a total
of 186 in the St Alban and St Oswald window.
There were also a small number of new painted sections of glass prepared. The window
containing St Edmund and St Edward required 7 and St Alban and St Oswald required 3.
Once the conservation work had been carried out, each panel was new leaded in a calm of
the visible profile to match the original round beaded. To complete the panels, each was
waterproofed with traditional lead light cement (a whiting, linseed oil and turps mixture)
and new copper wire ties were soldered to the lead work joint to allow fixing of the panels
to the internal saddle bars.
To complete the conservation work, acrylic cold colour was carefully applied to help disguise
those areas around the edge bonding where painted detail had shelled. This prevents the

eye following the crack through a piece of glass and thus greatly improves the overall visual
appreciation of the design.
Finally, before fixing was undertaken, photographs were taken on the light box of each
individual panel.
All panels were returned to the church and fixed back into the stonework with a lime based
mortar, incorporating new stainless steel saddle bars painted black.
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(Windows complete after fixing)

